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2 Peb 2004

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Eglin AFB and Duke Field Data Collection

This memorandum for record documents the rule set for BRAC data collection between
Eglin AFB and Duke Field per recent communication between SAF/IEB, AFMC/XP (Mr. Chris
Blake, SES), and Brig Gen Chris Anzalon, AAC/CV.

Initially, Duke Field was identified with a unique installation code for the purpose of
BRAC data collection with the intent of enabling separate BRAC analysis. It was since agreed
that the analysis objectives could still be met if Duke Field data was collected under the Eglin
AFB identifier. This recommendation was initiated by Eglin AFB leadership based on the view
that Duke Field operates as a tenant to Eglin, physically located on Eglin AFB property.

To accommodate the need to analyze Duke Field operations (919 SOW) in the future,
questions selected to be answered by the 919 SOW and where the fornlat of the question lends
itself, 919 SOW data will be called out as a separate line entry. If the question fornlat does not
lend itself to a line entry, the 919 SOW will be entered as the source of the data in the "Other
Source" block along with the specific data obtained from the 919 SOW. This will allow
segregation of the 919th SOW data from the Eglin AFB data on a line-by-line basis as required.

Brig Gen Chris Anzalon will be the installation certifying official for Eglin AFB, including the
data from the 919 SOW. The Duke Field account ill will not be used or certified.
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MICHAEL A. AIMONE, P .E.
Deputy Assistant Secretary
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Original Message From: Anzalone Chris T BrigGen AAC/CV [mailto:chris.anzalone@eglin.af.mil]

Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 20048:57 AM
To: Westgate Barbara A SES HQ AFMC/XP; Blake Christopher L SES HQ

AFMC/XP
Cc: Love Dennis GS-15 AAC/XP; Shirey Paul D Contr AAC/XPP; Smith Kari L
LtCol AAC/XP; Smith Chris GS-13 AAC/XPP; Pugh Danny F Civ AAC/XPP;
Rizzotte Sam Civ HQ AFMC/XPX-BRAC; Stogsdill Thomas M BrigGen 919

SOW/CC
Subject: Duke Field Data Collection

Barb/Chris -This e-mail constitutes Eglin's response to the "Duke Field
Issue" (E-mail dated 21 January 2004 (Attachment 1». In order to simplify a
complex issue, the following paragraphs describe how the AAC data call will
proceed. I believe we have worked through what is required to maintain the
integrity of the data being provided by Eglin and the 919th SOW, a tenant unit
at Duke Field located within the contiguous boundaries of Eglin AFB.

In concert with the 919tb, Eglin has identified the questions to which the 919tb
will explicitly respond. We used the information and guidance contained in Mr. Blake's
email of 16 Jan 04 (Attachment 2) to help us select the appropriate questions. The 919tb will
be treated like other tenants at Eglin and will be reported as a part of Eglin's response to
the Data Call. For those questions selected to be answered by the 919tb and where the
format of the question lends itself, the 919S0W data entry will be called out as a separate
line entry. If the question format does not lend itself to a line entry, the 919tb will be entered
as the source of the data in the Other Source blocks along with the specific data obtained
from the 919tb. This way anyone desiring to know the specific data for the 919tb can enter
the previously determined questions and obtain the information.

, I will be the Installation Certifying Official for Eglin AFB (Account #22), including the

data from the 919 sow. The Duke Field, Account #109 will not be populated, used or
certified. However, when complete, one could segregate the 919th data from the Eglin
submission easily on a line-by-line basis. I deeply appreciate your involvement in quickly
coming to closure on this issue. ..if we were mandated to populate a separate installation
account, we are back to square one and in need of approx 300 man hours of effort (much
from a reconstituting reserve unit at Duke). Hope this helps!

Chris
Chris T. Anzalone, Brig Gen, USAF
Vice Commander
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